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~ Preface ~ 

 
Of all the U. S. operations of WW II, Peleliu was not only the most unnecessary but the costliest 
as well.  Considering the number of men involved, Peleliu had the highest American casualty 
rate of any battle in the Pacific War; 6,542 in all (a 65% attrition rate). 
 
In May of 1944, the U. S. high command decided that Gen. Douglas MacArthur would return to 
the Philippines with a landing on Leyte Island, scheduled for October.  To protect his flank it was 
felt that Peleliu, with its airfield, must be secured. 
 
There was less than unanimous agreement on the plan. Adm. William “Bull” Halsey, for one, 
argued that the operation was unnecessary, that Peleliu should be leapfrogged as had so many 
other Japanese-held islands in the Pacific.  He was overruled. 
 
Prophetically, the mission to take Peleliu was code-named “Operation Stalemate II”.  D-day was 
set for 15 September 1944. 
 
The Marine commander of the operation, Maj. Gen. William Rupertus, estimated that it would 
require only two or three days to secure the island.  A 55-year-old career officer and veteran of 
the Guadalcanal and Cape Gloucester campaigns, Rupertus understood the tenacity and 
fanaticism of the Japanese.  But, unbeknownst to Rupertus and to U. S. intelligence, the enemy 
had turned Peleliu into one extensive pillbox.  In hundreds of underground caves and tunnels, 
some with steel doors, they had men, ammunition, and materiel stockpiled for an anticipated 
American invasion. 
 
For several days before the invasion, Navy ships shelled Peleliu and Naval and Marine aviators 
dropped bombs on the island. 
 
Much of the island’s vegetation was obliterated and the airfield, the principal reason for the 
operation, was destroyed.  No Japanese planes would be taking off from the two runways to 
threaten MacArthur or anyone else.  The Navy admiral in command of the bombardment, Jesse 
Oldendorf, announced that the Navy had “run out of targets.”  Piece of cake… the Marines 
would walk ashore. 



At 0832 on 15 September the Marines began to hit the beaches, at least those who hadn’t 
already been hit by Japanese artillery and machine gun fire that suddenly roared from hundreds 
of concealed positions.  Several landing craft exploded in balls of flame. 
 
Thick smoke hung in the air.  The temperature was already in the 90s and rising.  It would peak 
that day at more than 110 degrees.  A sailor in command of a landing boat said, “It was the 
closet thing to Hell I ever want to see.”  At Orange Beach the approach to the landing site was 
supposedly deep enough for the boats to glide right up on shore.  The water proved more 
shallow than expected and several boats foundered on coral reefs.  It looked as if the landing 
might be another Tarawa, where Marines were forced to wade hundreds of yards to reach 
ashore. 
 
The noise from machine guns, mortars, artillery batteries, and small arms was deafening.  A 
thousand un-muffled car engines racing at full speed might describe it.  Some cursing, some 
praying, some silent, the Marines, loaded with gear and ammo, came stumbling ashore.  These 
were Marines of the 1st, 5th, and 7th Regiments of the 1st Marine Division.  Many were 
hardened veterans of Guadalcanal and Cape Gloucester, but just as many were raw recruits. 
 

Mailander’s 2009 account starts here.  It is but one of 
thousands of stories that could be told about Peleliu... 

 
‘“It’s not hard to imagine what happened on Hill One in the battle for Peleliu more than sixty-five 
years ago.  As if frozen in time, a battle-destroyed enemy field gun sits and silently guards the 
jagged mountaintop. 
 
The gun’s barrel – with its muzzle end blown off to permanently disable it – looks east across 
the saddle, pointing toward the adjoining hill indicating the direction of the Marine attack forces.  
Reminiscent of an old Western gunfight duel, the two opponents had squared off in a showdown 
– but only one was faster on the draw… 
 
In their desperate attempt to thwart the assault on the hill, the Japanese exposed themselves 
and a 75mm field gun and rolled it out of the protection of a nearby cavern; turning it to enable 
direct fire mode on a platoon of Marines holding the opposite hill.  The gun crew had been firing 
intermittently on the Marines from the cave before meeting instant death from the well-placed 
rockets fired from the steady hands of a Marine bazooka man after it emerged from its 
protective position.  The hill was proving to be a tough nut to crack for Lt. Col. Robert W. Boyd’s 
1st Battalion, 5th Marines.  A natural fortress that commanded the main coastal road and most 
of northern Peleliu, the 140-foot, cave-studded eminence rose abruptly from the lowlands 
forming a series of coral hills that ran across nearly the entire width of the peninsula from the 
northwest to southeast. 
 



Later named “Hill Row” by the Army’s 81st Infantry Division, the ridgeline actually consisted of 
four high, steep-sided, semi-separated knobs simply called Hills One, Two, Three and Radar 
Hill.  Part of the ridge system branched off to the northeast near Hill Two creating another 
jagged coral spine known as Amiangol. 
 
The Japanese defenders called the formation “Mitoyama” and considered them a highly 
strategic area for a final defense, and they exploited the terrain to the utmost. 
 
Advancing northward on the West Road in order to isolate and cut off the main Japanese troops 
further to the south, Lt. Col. Boyd’s battalion came under heavy observed fire from Japanese 
gunners positioned on and within Hill One. 
 
These well-concealed defenders mainly belonged to Major Michihiro Hikino’s 346th Independent 
Infantry Battalion; an outfit organized a few months earlier from former service and 
transportation troops and assigned to Colonel Nakagawa’s (the garrison commander) North 
Region Unit. 
 
An artillery unit, some naval troops and miscellaneous outfits also defended the hill formation.  
Nakagawa ordered them to fight to the last man. 
 
A beehive of defensive positions, the summit had been hollowed out and gun positions sited to 
cover all possible approaches.  Cleverly concealed in an elaborate tunnel network at the hill’s 
peak, a field gun could be fired from various vantage points. 
 
The Japanese skillfully carved fire ports from the indestructible rock so that their guns could fire 
without detection, making it impossible to destroy them by counter-battery fire. 
 
The ingenious strongpoint had been linked in a system of mutually supporting rifle and machine 
gun positions carefully sited to cover the draws in between the hills.  Enemy gun positions on 
Ngesebus Island some 600 yards away supplemented the dug-in defenders on Hill One and the 
Amiangol Ridge. 
 
Supported by tanks and an LVT flame-thrower, the attack jumped off at 0630 on 26 September 
1944 after a fifteen-minute artillery preparation fired on Hills Two, Three and Radar Hill by 
105mm artillery howitzers.  Fearful that the long-range artillery dispersion would endanger his 
own troops in front of Hill One, Boyd ordered Hill One softened-up by a mortar barrage. 
 
By 0730 all companies moved north against mounting opposition.  Able Company moved out on 
the left side of the coral road and Baker Company on the right side with Charlie Company 
supporting the advance.  Boyd’s original plan called for the capture of Hill One, then to attack 
down the range to the southeast. 



At this time, senior commanders realized the futility of costly, all-out frontal assaults against 
prepared Japanese defenses in the Umurbrogol, a tortuous maze of coral ridges further south.  
Lt. Col. Boyd utilized a change in tactics by cautiously taking his time and resorting to probing 
attacks into the high ground with the step-by-step methodical reduction of its defenses. 
 
“The infantry attack was relatively slow and deliberate”, Lt. Col. Boyd remembered.  “The enemy 
first had to be located before he could be eliminated.  Well-camouflaged caves had to be 
located – usually by fire and muzzle blast from inside – and vulnerable places had to be located 
where troops could ascend the hills.” 
 
When caves were located, bases of fire would be maintained on the cave under attack and on 
other caves and suspected areas in order that personnel could close with the cave under attack 
and reduce it.  Supported by infantry, tanks were effective in closing with and reducing caves 
that were located near the base of the hills. 
 
Early in the attack a Japanese 37mm anti-tank gun and 75mm cannon guarding the southern 
base of Hill One fired on A Company but were immediately put out of action by fire from a tank, 
setting afire a large supply of ammunition within the 75mm gun cave. 
 
As the attack closed in on the hills, A Company, freed of the troublesome guns, skirted to the 
west and north side of Hill One.  B Company passed through a swamp to the base of Hills One 
and Two.  C Company, deployed some 150 to 250 yards around both sides of the West Road 
near the southwestern faces of the hill, supported the advance. 
 
Although the caves around the base and lower levels of the hills could be neutralized by direct 
tank fire, caves on higher levels could not.  Every early effort to ascend Hill One proved 
unsuccessful and the Japanese defending the cave-infested coral knob refused to succumb to 
the Marine direct assault. All forward movement finally stalled. 
 
B Company had better success against Hill Two having a few men climb up the rocky slope at a 
time through trees shredded by gunfire, securing the less formidable elevation by 1400.  This 
key move provided a vital position on the flank of Hill One.  Lt. Col. Boyd recalled the action: 
“After probing, trial and error, B Company under extremely difficult conditions worked one or two 
men forward at a time up the face of Hill B (Hill Two) until two squads gained the crest of that hill 
prior to noon. 
 
Numerous caves were blasted and the force on Hill B was gradually built up to a platoon.  Part 
of the saddle between Hills A and B were taken but the enemy fought tenaciously from caves in 
Hill A (Hill One). 
 



The Japanese rolled a 75mm gun out of a cave into the saddle of Hill A.  A bazooka of B 
Company located on Hill B knocked out the gun before it was put into action.  The gun had 
intermittently fired on the attacking Marines from the cave during the morning, but because of its 
protected position our weapons could not bear against it until we had gained terrain that 
commanded it.” 
 
The Marine bazooka operator credited with wiping out the Japanese gun and crew and saving 
the day was then-PFC Robert A. Montgomery, with Headquarters Company, 1st Battalion, 5th 
Marines (HQ/1/5/1).  Under intense enemy machinegun and rifle fire, the-then 26 year-old from 
Philadelphia, attached to B Company for this assignment, had only gained a few yards up the 
steep slope when he became cut off from his unit. 
 
Staying low, Montgomery and several other Marines quietly watched as the enemy gun crew 
wheeled their 75mm cannon from the nearby cave to be positioned for direct fire on their 
exposed comrades working their way up the adjacent hill. 
 
Montgomery closed alone to within 50 yards of the field piece and let go nine rounds from his 
recently-issued rocket launcher.  When the dust settled, the Japanese gun lay shot up and the 
gun crew’s bodies, and those of the supporting Nambu machine gunners, were scattered over 
the rocky terrain. 
 
For his part in the action, PFC Montgomery was awarded a SPOT Bronze Star Medal with ‘V’ 
device, the fourth-highest military award for battlefield valor.  Montgomery also received a field 
promotion to Corporal. 
 
Montgomery, who later advanced in rank to Weapons Platoon Sergeant, would sadly be killed 
on the last day of the Okinawa campaign on 21 June the following year; ten days shy of his 
twenty-seventh birthday.  He would be awarded another medal, the Silver Star Medal, the third 
highest medal for gallantry, six weeks before his death.  It was awarded posthumously in 1948 
at about the time his remains were repatriated and re-interred at Beverly National Cemetery in 
New Jersey. 
 
Sergeant Tommy Karr, a Marine squad leader from B Company remembered the assault on Hill 
One; “Our platoon (the third) clawed its way into a small gully near the top of the hill and we 
were pinned down for about an hour before we moved on.  We ran into a 75mm field piece and 
a couple of Nambu machineguns … the gun had soon been silenced by a bazooka operator and 
there were eight or nine gooks dead around it.” 
 
This particular gun had commanded the western coast of the island including the White and 
Orange invasion beaches. 
 



At the outset, the 5th Marines did not realize or fully appreciate the complexity of the cave 
systems that had been constructed by the experienced Japanese engineers.  Hill One boasted 
one of the most elaborate defensive installations in all of Peleliu. 
 
“The fact that some of the caves after being worked over with flamethrowers, bazookas, and 
demolitions would come to life after a short period of time indicated that the cave system was 
quite extensive and may even be connected on several levels”, stated Lt. Col. Boyd. 
 
“This was found to be true,” Boyd continued.  “After backing a tank over the edge of the swamp 
in order that its stern would be inclined downward – thus gaining more than normal elevation for 
its gun – a number of white phosphorous shells were fired into a face opening on the south face 
of Hill A, hitherto inaccessible to the tank guns. 
 
A short time thereafter white smoke not only issued forth from cave openings at two higher 
levels, but billowed from a large cave opening on the opposite (north) side of the hill.  This was 
also found to be the case in the subsequent attacks of caves in Hill C.” 
 
While this fighting was going on, the 2nd Battalion, 5th Marines moved forward, passing through 
the left of the 1st Battalion, bypassed Hill One and continued northward.  The 1st 
Battalion spent the remainder of the day in the slow process of reducing innumerable caves. 
 
During the afternoon, after having gained Hill Two with utmost difficulty and not without cost, 
there occurred one tragic event that disheartened the troops and crushed morale.  The 
battalion’s 81mm mortars, set-up near Road Junction 15 some 500 yards to the south-west, 
were firing on suspected enemy mortar positions about 800 yards to the northeast of Hill Two. 
 
According to Lt. Col. Boyd, one of the four mortars was set short in range and before fire could 
be stopped, five rounds had dropped on friendly troops atop Hill Two. 
 
Corporal Walter F. “Flip” Afflitto led one of the Baker Company squads caught in the friendly fire 
on Hill Two.  With most of B Company’s officers already casualties, the company commander 
reassigned Lieutenant Joseph H. Widseth from the mortar platoon to command Afflitto’s 
platoon. 
 
When 81mm mortar rounds began falling short, Afflito saw Widseth yell into the radio, “Knock off 
that god-damn mortar fire!”  But it was too late.  Shrapnel from the blast of one of the short 
rounds sent a splinter of steel into the lieutenant’s chest; killing him instantly. 
 
With Hill Two secured, C Company attacked at 1500 hours and gained a foothold on Hill One 
before dusk, but they moved back down to set-up tenable night positions. 



Owing to its forward progress and the intervention of the bothersome Hill One, the 2nd Battalion 
was isolated and out of contact with the 1st Battalion but able to set up a little perimeter with 
both flanks on the beach. 
 
Despite the problems with terrain and firmly entrenched enemy soldiers that had a grandstand 
view and perfect observed fire upon the Marines, Boyd’s Marines reported only thirty-seven 
casualties including eight killed. 
 
The following morning, the slow progress of reducing and sealing caves resumed.  The attack, 
however, had to be delayed until a tank-dozer could be released from the 2nd Battalion to help 
clear approaches to the difficult terrain. 
 
During the wait, a patrol from C Company ventured southeastward along a secondary trail 
running parallel to the base of Hill Row.  The unit encountered no enemy resistance but found a 
scattering of Japanese dead, who appeared to have fallen victim to artillery fire. 
 
They also found the trail to be heavily mined.  In the early afternoon a squad of engineers went 
out to clear passage for further operations in that direction. 
 
The arrival of the tank-dozer put the 1st Battalion back in action against Hill One and the attack 
continued to proceed at 0930 with companies B and C closing in from two directions.  Even with 
the help of a Navy Mk 1 flamethrower mounted on an LVT (4), progress of reducing and sealing 
caves proved to be painfully slow. 
 
The long-jet flame from the flamethrower greatly facilitated the reduction of many large caves 
high in the hill but the men of foot had the vulnerable business of reducing other cleverly 
concealed and strongly armed positions with close-in infantry tactics. 
 
Cpl. Afflito recalled the fighting in this area; “It was bad because they were trying to catch us in 
the valleys.  We’d go up one hill and down another, and they’d hit us with grenades and 
machinegun fire.  You see, once you got down in there, it was very tough getting out.” 
 
C Company finally secured the summit by 1700 after knocking out a large enemy cave.  Before 
nightfall, engineer demolition teams sealed with explosives every opening they could find. 
 
Among the weapons destroyed on the hill were two 75mm field guns, two 37mm anti-tank 
weapons and numerous automatic weapons.  The effective use of flame and high explosives 
kept Marine casualties to one killed and eighteen wounded. 
 
On 28 September the battalion continued its slow, stubborn operations against Hill Row with the 
primary objective Hill Three. 



The Marines attacked along two approaches: north from the captured Hill Two and west from 
the parallel trail captured the previous day. 
 
The Japanese – firmly entrenched in the honeycomb cave system – made the going tough.  To 
compound matters, the assault troops were hampered by relatively long period of time required 
to re-supply expended portable flamethrowers. 
 
“There was only one service kit per 20 portable flamethrowers available and the extensive use 
of flame by all assault units at this stage of the operation considerably hampered the availability 
of one of the most effective weapons for the reduction of the type of resistance being 
encountered,” recalled Lt. Col. Boyd. 
 
At 0845, after an hour-long mortar preparation, C Company moved out in the attack and 
occupied the saddle between the two hills.  A concealed machine gun firing from a cave halted 
the advance.  The situation required raw leadership and heroic actions. 
 
Corporal Clarence T. Nicholas, of Carbon Hill, Alabama, served as a squad leader in the 3rd 
Platoon of B Company.  Nicholas saw his platoon guide get hit and lie bleeding in the line of fire.  
Cpl. Nicholas crawled to his side and applied a tourniquet to save his buddy from bleeding to 
death. 
 
Although he ordered the other Marines in the vicinity to move out from the deadly fire from the 
caves, Nicholas remained with the wounded Marine until tanks came up to deliver fire, point 
blank, into each cave mouth.  He then carried the wounded man to safety.  Nicholas later 
received the Navy Cross. 
 
Meanwhile, bazooka and demolition teams crawled forward under covering fire in efforts to 
neutralize the firmly entrenched Japanese in the cave-infested hill. 
 
A Sherman tank added shock and awe firepower to the attack, although its crew had to employ 
the same tactics as those used on Hill One.  It was backed into a depression so its 75mm gun 
could be canted at an extreme angle to bring direct fire on caves higher up the slope.  The 
bothersome machine gun position that had been firing on the Marines from the southwestern 
slope of the hill finally fell victim to the tank’s deadly fire. 
 
The enemy attempted to reinforce the hill in the early afternoon but well-placed mortar fire 
broke-up their effort.  Continuous rain throughout the period made the going miserable, but the 
1st Battalion took the hill by late afternoon. 
 
At 1600 all companies began setting up night defenses and strong points were established. 



Now isolated to the immediate south, and the last of the series of hills to be captured, the more 
formidable Radar Hill could be brought under fire by infantry weapons emplaced atop Hill Three.  
Light mortar fire fell during the night and the day’s casualties amounted to fourteen, including 
three killed. 
 
Using flamethrowers, bazookas and demolition charges, the 1st Battalion spent 29 September 
finishing the reduction of caves in the slope of Hill Three and Radar Hill.  The cave system, 
however, proved so intricate and strongly manned that neutralizing it proved an all-day job. 
 
While the rest of the company was thus engaged, B Company sent out patrols through the 
wooded flat to the northward in an effort to make contact with Company G working its way 
south. 
 
When no contact had been made by late afternoon, the 1st Battalion withdrew to its original 
position for the night. 
 
The next morning – patrols from the 1st Battalion clawed their way up Radar Hill and settled on 
the summit without opposition. 
 
The Japanese, however, still occupied a large cave beneath them. 
 
Due to its inaccessibility, the large stone and log revetment cave mouth could not be attacked 
frontally.  Marine demolition teams scaled the hill and sealed the cave entrance from above by 
using shaped charges that created a large landslide.  The Japanese, however, dug their way 
out during the night. 
 
The American command declared all of northern Peleliu secured and organized resistance at an 
end.  That assessment proved premature as elements of the 321st Infantry Regiment would 
soon find out. 
 
Assigned to final mopping-up, the 1st Battalion, 321st Infantry relieved the 5th Marines during 
the afternoon but had considerable trouble ahead in clearing out stubborn Japanese opposition, 
especially on Radar Hill.  Securing this final stronghold took the 321st Infantry another three 
days. 
 
Today Peleliu is peaceful and its 600-odd residents enjoy a lazy and unhurried lifestyle.  
Towering above the small village of Klouklubed on the north end of Peleliu, the steep-sided hill 
and battle-scarred face of its past are now reclaimed by a dense canopy of jungle growth. 
 
Erased in time, the battle for Hill Row is not known by most of the handful of tourists that visit 
Peleliu and the large hill mass appears just as any other jungle-clad ridge on the island. 



At the base of the hill and not far from a cave that once emplaced a Japanese field gun are the 
graves of Harvuo Remeliik, Palau’s first President, native of Peleliu, and Mamoru Nakamura, 
Palau’s first Supreme Court chief justice. 
 
Today Hill One can easily be accessed from the main road just north of town.  The climb up the 
steep, lushly forested limestone slope can be made using the same route that Lt. Col. Boyd’s 
Marines attacked from.  Covered in jungle vines and underbrush, resting in silence, the jagged 
landscape is haunting. 
 
Upon reaching the saddle between Hill One and Hill Two, the rusted remains of the Type 96 
75mm gun looms into view – a grim reminder of the desperate battle for the hill.  Resting in the 
same position where the Japanese gunners maneuvered it, the wooden spokes to the wheels 
have long-since rotted away causing the moss-covered gun to collapse under its own weight 
onto its carriage, leaving the canted metal rims intact. 
 
Along with twelve or so bullet holes that pierced the thin armor of the gun shield are two jagged 
holes, indicating where Pfc. Montgomery’s bazooka rounds hit and silenced the gun. 
 
Several 75mm projectiles are scattered around the gun and a final round is still chambered in 
the breach of the cannon––mute testimony of the Japanese gunners’ desperate struggle to hold 
the hill. 
 
Once captured, the Americans probably placed an explosive charge in the barrel of the gun to 
render it useless.  The blasted remains of a Japanese heavy machine gun lies near the trail of 
the cannon, it’s bent tripod suggesting the gunners met the same fate from the bazooka round 
that destroyed the gun they were supporting. 
 
The rugged summit of Hill One appears somewhat like a big crater, a maze of crevices and 
interlocking strong points.  And carved into the surrounding southeast lip of the depression, the 
cave that housed the 75mm gun had perfect fire toward the south, it’s dark, tomb-like entrance 
protected by a stone blast wall. 
 
Hollowed out at a right angle and slightly higher up from the limestone cave mouth, a cleverly 
concealed sniper port commanded the only access to the summit with clear field of fire in the 
ravine between the two hills.  The position must have played a key role in stemming the attack. 
 
No doubt, the combination of a direct-fire field piece and a concealed sniper port kept the 
attacking Marines at bay for hours. 
 
Sloping slightly downward, the main gun cave’s tunnel divides forming a “Y” shape.  Both legs of 
the “Y” terminate into cave mouths that served as firing ports for the gun. 



For added protection, the Japanese had reinforced the firing ports with fuel drums filled with 
coral rocks.  Both cave mouths were sealed during the battle and the cave is now home to a 
large colony of bats.  Scattered near the back entrance are more 75mm rounds and a Japanese 
canteen. 
 
Further down the summit’s southern ridgeline is another “Y”- shaped gun cave.  Like the first 
one, the construction is similar and rear entrance well protected by coral rock portals.  The cave 
probably housed a 37mm anti-tank gun, mortar or heavy machine gun but no signs of the 
weapons have been found. 
 
The passage that forms the left side of the “Y” had a small firing or observation port carved into 
the hill face.  The other cave mouth was large and the Japanese protected it with three wooden 
barrels filled with concrete.  The wood has rotted away leaving their concrete impressions. 
 
The cave mouth had perfect field of fire down the West Road and probably constituted the main 
source of fire received by Lt. Col. Boyd’s 5th Marines.  A third artillery position covered the 
western approach to the hill consisting of nothing more than a protected revetment perched 
near a cut above the hillside.  One gun could be maneuvered in any position to cover the hill 
and its approaches. 
 
Mutually supporting caves protected the rear entrances to the two main gun caves. 
 
Among the crags and fissures atop the hill, two small caves show evidence of having been 
torched by flamethrowers during the battle or mop-up.  One cave even has a few wooden 
timbers, beer bottles and a big iron cooking-bowl full of rice, scorched black. 
 
Hill One serves as a glimpse into the past and an extraordinary example of a pristine battle site.  
Only after examining the defensive installations atop the summit and seeing first hand the 
outlandish terrain and impressive cave fortifications can one appreciate the hardships Lt. Col. 
Boyd’s Marines had trying to secure the hill and overcoming a well entrenched and tenacious 
enemy.”’ 
 

*** 


